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1. Program Title: Campus Energy and Sustainability Management System (CESMS)
2. Program Type: The Campus Energy and Sustainability Management system is helping to
reduce energy use and associated greenhouse gas emissions at Dartmouth College by using a
web-based interface to multiple database platforms to track, report, and optimize building
energy performance.
3. Summary of Work Completed:
Work during the 2-year contract period consisted of:






Planning for deployment of the Campus Energy and Sustainability Management
(CESM) System
Contracting with Rockwell Automation to develop and deliver a packaged
VantagePoint solution to meet our requirements
Automating our 250 building-level energy meters
Connecting to multiple related energy-monitoring and energy-consuming systems
Creating reporting structures, content, and activities to use the system to drive down
energy use and resultant greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

A summary of the key elements of the 2-year project follows:
3.1. Planning
3.1.1.

Development of Functional Requirements Specification (FRS) with the
inclusion of the following stakeholder groups:






3.1.2.

Facilities Operations – Building Management System team, Heating/Electric
Plant team, Energy Program Team, top-level Planning, Design, Operations
and Administrative team
IT and Networks – Network communications and Administrative Computing
Team
Sustainability Office – Sustainability Manager and sustainability intern
Financial – Facilities Operations Financial team
Academic Departments – Faculty representatives from Thayer Engineering
School, Tuck School of Business, Dartmouth Medical School, Computer
Science Department, Environmental Studies Department and, Dean of
Faculty administrative office

Development of a Meter Automation Plan– Planning for automation of the
greater than 250 building-level energy meters on campus (condensate, electric
and chilled water meters). This included ordering approximately 40 IP
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addressable electrical meters to replace old analog-style meters and ordering
approximately 200 wireless pulse transmitters to connect to existing condensate,
chilled water, and some electrical meters.
3.1.3.

Purchasing of Server Equipment and Supporting Software – Two network
servers were ordered and installed in Dartmouth’s remote data center. These host
several database programs which support the metering and operational software
for the CESM system.

3.1.4.

Planning for Connection to BMS Systems – Plans were made for connection to
over 30,000 Building Management System points via Rockwell software
connectors to the Honeywell and Johnson Controls building management
systems. Minor upgrades were made to some systems to accommodate
connections.

3.1.5.

Connection to Heating/Electrical Plant SCADA Systems – Plans and technical
details were developed for connection to the Heating/Electrical plant control
systems via a data historian computer and related software.

3.1.6.

Establishment of Energy “Tiger Team” - A team of internal technical
specialists was established to begin development of methods and practices for
use of the Campus Energy and Sustainability Management (CESM) System as a
tool for building system Retro-Commissioning and persistence Continuous
Commissioning, energy system alarming, energy system optimization strategies,
and other operational activities that will help drive campus energy usage and
GHG emissions downward. The team consists of Building Management System
(BMS) specialists, electrical system specialists, mechanical system specialists,
and the campus Energy Program Manager. Planning was put into place for
creation of new roles within the Facilities Operations department to administer
and use the CESM System.

3.1.7.

Establishment of Academic Collaborative – The beginnings of a
Facilities/Academic collaborative was established to develop and execute
methods of evaluating the impact of feedback and social networking tools on
occupant behavior via use of the CESM System.

3.2. Execution
3.2.1

Task 1 Items:


Dartmouth College

Automated > 250 building-level energy meters – implemented a metering
automation program for condensate, electrical, and chilled water meters.
Installed new IP-addressable electrical meters where existing analog meters
could not be retrofitted (approx. 50), and installed wireless pulse counters on
meters the remainder of meters (approx. 200). All meters report back to an
interval data storage database (Rockwell RSEnergyMetrix) and are logged
every 15 minutes, providing nearly 3,000 energy demand data points per
meter per month. This replaces a manual system of meter reading where only
a single consumption value was collected per month per meter. The immense
increase in data collection points allows the pattern of daily energy use for
each building to be seen very clearly.
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Challenges, Problems, Delays: This task took considerably longer than
anticipated due to the complexity of program. Each meter had its own
particular challenges which could not have been easily determined prior to
starting the project. We used a staff of 2 dedicated electricians to complete
this task with them staying on the project until it was completed. The cost
of materials for the metering program was higher than anticipated, in large
part due to the complexity of making the wireless metering infrastructure
work reliably. We ended up using more gateway devices and repeaters than
originally estimated.
Installed approximately 30 additional IP-addressable electrical submeters for monitoring lighting and plug-loads serving student living
quarters. This allowed us to conduct research on behavior-based energy
usage in dormitory spaces.
Connected to Johnson Controls and Honeywell Building Management
Systems (BMS) – Implemented software connectors to connect to the two
BMS systems, achieving a greater than >30,000 point visibility. These
connections allow us to poll the operations of each energy-consuming HVAC
system serving the 130 buildings on the Main Campus. Polling allows us see
trend data collected by the host systems in any combinations that we desire.
Many recallable trend combinations for the BMS systems have been set up
and “published” into the Rockwell VantagePoint system, allowing multiple
users to access the data sets.
Connected to Heating/Electric plant control systems using data historian
software. This allowed us to retrieve and re-historize Heating/Electric Plant
data in the CESM System environment without a direct connection into the
Heating/Electric plant SCADA system. We collect approximately 50 points
of critical energy consumption and performance data from the
Heating/Electric Plant every 15 minutes.
Challenges, Problems, Delays: This task took somewhat longer and was
costlier than anticipated. In order to satisfy the request of the
Heating/Electric Plant supervisor that we not connect directly into the Plant
process control system(s), we established a methodology of making that data
visible on the Plant side and then collecting and historizing the data on the

CESM side of the system. This method has proved to be effective in
collecting the data and providing operational isolation of the two
systems, however it was more costly than originally anticipated.



Dartmouth College

Connected to NOAA weather service for hourly weather data collection
Built baseline energy performance parameters for each Main Campus
building. This was done using historical energy profile data for each meter
and the hourly NOAA weather data. Baselines provide predictive
calculations of energy use on a continuous 24-hour look-ahead basis. By
tracking predictive energy baselines vs actual energy use, we are able to see
deviations and investigate why systems may be using more energy than
predicted.
Challenges, Problems, Delays: This task took somewhat longer than
anticipated because it was dependent upon meters being automated. Good
baseline calculations require a minimum 3 seasons of energy performance
data for each meter. The delays in implementing the basic meter automation
Facilities Operations & Management
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3.2.2

Task 2 Items:






3.2.3

program affected this portion of the project, resulting in a 1 to 2 quarter delay
in putting the baseline calculations together. As time has moved forward, we
have returned to the original baseline calculations and re-run them in a
number of cases in order to get better accuracy in the predictive performance.
Having greater than one year of energy operating data for all meters now
allows us to review these baselines on a regular basis.
Set targets for energy alarms (actual use greater than predicted use for a set
period of time)
Created Sustainability Indices for Solid Waste Streams, Water Use,
Recycling, #2 Fuel Oil, Propane, and Diesel Fuel
Set up parameters for evaluating high-performance Campus buildings
against their original design criteria (BTU/SqFT/Year)

Connected energy data from student living quarters into the Campus
Energy and Sustainability Management System.
Added additional feedback display systems in multiple student living
quarters.
Evaluated impact of feedback on occupant behavior via separately-funded
research project
Conducted outreach to students, staff and faculty about recommended
conservation measures
Developed case studies where occupant behavior accounts for a relatively
high proportion of total building energy use

Task 3 Items:







Established validation program to ensure that meter automation results are
providing accurate results
Established program to verify the polled data from the Building
Management Systems.
Set target reductions for top 30 energy-use-buildings based upon baseline
energy performance calculated by CESM System
Monitored financial expenditures and performance of the program
Used the system to assess the effectiveness of behavior change campaigns
and social learning experiments
Prepared to share the results of the measurement and verification
program in an annual summary report

4. Summary of Overall Project Completed:

Dartmouth’s Campus Energy and Sustainability Management (CESM) System
consists of a variety of integrated applications and related databases, working together
to provide visibility and management of the use of energy and resources on campus.
The system vendor is Rockwell Automation. The Rockwell VantagePoint
applications and databases were designed to work together to provide a custom
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so
olution for our
o needs. Th
he system prrovides the ffollowing genneral capabiilities (Please
reefer to System Block Diaagrams for overviews:
o
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4..1. Collection
n and storag
ge of:



Automateed meter datta from Dartm
mouth’s 3000+ energy m
meter infrastruucture
(approx..130 Buildings; partial listing and exxamples beloow)



Purchased energy ressource data (#6
( fuel oil, ##2 Fuel Oil, Diesel and Propane,
Gasoline, etc.)
Material resource datta (trash, reccycling, wateer, etc.)
Energy an
nd resource use related to
t Greenhouuse Gas Emisssions
Hourly weather
w
data for the Hano
over region ffrom connecction to the N
National
Oceanogrraphic and Atmospheric
A
Administraation (NOAA
A) website





4..2. Connection to:



Honeyweell and Johnsson Controlss Building M
Management Systems (BM
MS) for
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access to their curren
nt and historiical trend dat
ata
Heating and
a Electricaal Plant proccess control ssystems (AB
BB) for access to their
current an
nd historicall trend data

4..3. Views of Energy Use in Real and Historical
H
Tiime

Caleendar Trend View
w

Trend View
V
– Any Timee Period
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access to their curren
nt and historiical trend dat
ata
Heating and
a Electricaal Plant proccess control ssystems (AB
BB) for access to their
current an
nd historicall trend data

4..3. Views of Energy Use in Real and Historical
H
Tiime

Caleendar Trend Vieew

Trend View
V
– Any Timee Period
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4.4. Predictive Load Analysis and Trends


Dashboard views of each building’s energy use vs. predictive energy use
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Predictive load projecctions of ind
dividual meteer, building level, or cam
mpus level
utility usaage (24 hourr forward loaad projectionns)



Pre-confiigured and ad-hoc trend analysis from
m any combbination of B
BMS,
metering,, and Heatin
ng Plant poin
nts
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4..5. Greenhou
use Gas Acco
ounting
We have configured
c
thee CESM System to integraate directly wiith the Clean Air-Cool
Planet (CA
ACP) Campuss Carbon Calcculator prograam. The CESM System reccords units off
energy and
d resource usee in its databaase tables from
m automated energy meterring, manual
data sourcees, and bulk-u
upload sourcees, and, on a m
monthly basiss, links this daata to the
Clean Air Cool Planet Carbon
C
Calcu
ulator. The proocess uses CA
ACP’s GHG eemissions
factors and
d calculation engine
e
to upd
date the Scopee 1, 2, and 3 eemissions; anny offset
values, and
d produces an
n updated view
w of fiscal-yeear-to-date Neet Greenhouse Gas
Emissions.

Having a link to the Cleean Air Cool Planet GHG ccalculator allows us to tracck progress inn
lowering our
o GHG emisssions and co
ompare this too the reductionn trajectory ppledged by thee
College in 2008. An exaample outputt graph is show
wn, below. O
Our Sustainabiility Office
will contin
nue working with
w us to add
d greater conteent to this feaature of the C
CESM System
m.
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4..6. RetroCom
mmissioning
g Tool Set
Our new CESM
C
System
m provides us with excellennt tools to dettect faults andd operational
inefficienccies in HVAC
C and other en
nergy systemss. We have ussed these capaabilities in ouur
on-going RetroCommis
R
ssioning (RCx
x) programs ffor the Berry L
Library compplex, our
Central Ch
hiller Plant, Alumni
A
Gymn
nasium compleex, and otherr facilities. Exxamples of
operating issues
i
detecteed by the CES
SM System (bbefore) and thhe fixed system
ms (after) aree
shown belo
ow. In the exaamples below
w, outdoor airr dampers werre continuallyy cycling
during sum
mmer and win
nter, and otherr ventilation ccontrols and pprogrammingg issues were
causing a large
l
waste off energy. Thiss has since beeen remedied and is continnually checkedd
via the CE
ESM System.

Continuously
y cycling ventilaation dampers cau
ausing wasteful hheating of outdooor
air durin
ng winter and wasteful cooling oof outdoor air inn the summer

Problem Reso
olved. NO damp
per cycling and N
NO heating of ouutdoor air and it is
Minu
us 16 Degrees F Outside!
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Erroneous CO
O2 sensor giving
g bad signal to vventilation dampeers and causing
winter and
a summer enerrgy waste.

Damper actuattors replaced and
d control program
mming issues reesolved, resultingg
in
n substantial saviings.
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CESM Systeem is an excellen
nt tool for Persisstence Monitorinng of Retro-Com
mmissioned builddings. In this
example, the CESM
C
System is monitoring con
nditions for all 400 Variable Air V
Volume room terrminals serving
Air Handling Unitt-1.

B
Library Retro-Comm
missioning pro
oject has yieldded excellent results and iss continually
The Berry
trackeed for perform
mance by the CESM System
m. Total savinngs for the firrst 6 months of operation
were greater than $250,000.
$
Thee table below
w shows a sum
mmary of thesse savings.

Berry Lib
brary Retro
o‐Commisssioning Results
First 6 Mon
nths of Opeeration
6 Mo
onths
FY’1
10‐’11

6 Months
FY
Y’11‐’12

Energy
Savings

Stea
am

73,,454

61,372
6

Electtric

2,829,625

CHW
W

1,027,430

Dartm
mouth Collegee

Units

Savings
(%)

Savings
($)

12,082

100’s #

16.4%

$43,495

2,5
533,223

296,402

kWH

10.5%

$38,532

733,040
7

294,390

Ton‐Hrs

28.7%

$176,634

Totals

$258,661
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4..7. Reporting

Many
M
reportss have been built for the system withh more comiing on line aall of the timee.
The
T Rockwell VantagePo
oint system has
h an “Addd-in” capabillity to Microosoft Excel
which
w
allowss us to retriev
ve live or historical system data from
m the many sources thatt
we
w are conneected to. Oncce we bring the
t data setss into Excel, we can thenn manipulatee
th
he data, perfforming otheer functions, including m
modeling of ssystem perfoormance,
calculating
c
sy
ystem efficieencies, deterrmining rankkings, creatinng statisticall views,
developing
d
dashboard
d
displays, etc. We can thenn “publish” tthe results back into the
VantagePoin
V
nt CESM Sysstem model so that otherr campus staakeholders caan see the
results via weeb-based dissplays, keepiing the data fresh and acccessible. Soome examplees
are
a included, below:


All-Build
ding-Summaary of actual energy perfo
formance vs.. predicted ennergy
performaance (green is as predicteed, blue is loower than preedicted, red is greater
than pred
dicted).
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Chilled Water
W
Plant Reports
R
–These reports sshow our larrge Central C
Chilled Wateer
Plant in action.
a
We can see equip
pment staginng, real-time energy use, system costt
per hour, calculated efficiencies,
e
chiller loadiing, and oveerall perform
mance
characterristics.



Chilled Water
W
Delta T Report –Th
his report shhows each buuilding’s usee of chilled
water (retturn temperaature minus the
t supply teemperature).. A high deltta T is good
as it mean
ns that the bu
uilding is usiing the chill ed water effficiently and is allowing
the chillerrs to work to
o their optim
mal design pooints and proovide substanntial coolingg
loads to th
he campus.
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Heating and
a Electric Plant Reporrts – Showinng campus-leevel use of ppurchased
electricity
y and fuel oiil, and produ
uction of steaam and cogeenerated elecctricity
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Monthly reporting
r
off energy prod
duction, purrchased utilitties, plant effficiencies,
peak dem
mand values, billing amou
unts vs. meteered amountts, etc.
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Sustainability Indicators (fuel oil use, solid waste, recycling, composting,
refrigerants, etc.). For these items we are able to track trends in usage and
compare values with targets we have set for improvements.
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Building performance metrics (M
MMBTU, BT
TU/Sq. ft/Yrr, etc)
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EnergySttar reporting
g for each bu
uilding – Thee VantagePooint system trracks a
rolling 12
2-month sum
mmation of energy
e
use foor each buildding and prooduces an
Annual Energy
E
Consumption graaph in KBTU
U/Sq.Ft. Thiss is compareed to an
EnergySttar normalizeed value for peer buildinng types in similar climaates.
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4..8. Data Sha
aring and Its Influence on
n Energy-Usee Behavior

As part of
o the Gran
nt, we explored (and ccontinue to explore) use of energgy
feedback information
n to influencee energy behhavior of buuilding occuppants. Durinng
the coursse of the Grant,
G
we had
h
the privvilege of w
working witth Dartmoutth
GreenLitee, an academ
mic program
m run by Proofessor Loriie Loeb of tthe Computeer
Science Department.
D
The GreenL
Lite program
m uses energyy display sysstems to draw
w
students into
i
behavio
or change by
y revealing ttheir use of energy in real-time. Thhe
GreenLitee program uses animated
d displays w
which create an emotional connectioon
between building
b
occu
upants and their
t
energy--use behavioors.
Because our
o metering
g infrastructu
ure allows uss to serve daata values ouut to 3rd-partty
collaborattors, we have assisted
d the GreeenLite proggram in settting up thhe
infrastructure necessaary for all of
o their projjects on cam
mpus. One ssuch program
m
took placee in the sprin
ng of 2011 at
a the Tuck S
School of Buusiness. Thee outgoing 2nnd
year gradu
uate studentts left a legaccy gift to be used for an energy-visibility projecct.
The GreeenLite progrram was ch
hosen by thee Tuck School adminisstrators as aan
effective means of honoring
h
thee gift. Our Energy Proogram Officce assisted iin
design, in
nstallation, and
a setup of the 17-meteer infrastructture necessaary to suppoort
the prograam.
In the Tu
uck case, 7 residential
r
floors
f
withinn two livingg-learning buuildings werre
outfitted with
w electriccal sub-meterring and loc al touchscreeen displays. The displayys
show livee animated images
i
and graphical im
mages of ennergy-use paatterns for thhe
occupantss (see below):

A compeetition was established
d in the sppring, placinng residenttial floors iin
competition with eacch other to
o see who ccould have the greatesst percentagge
reduction in use of electricity. In additionn to the mettering infrastructure annd
displays, a research project was undertaken
u
bby the GreenL
Lite project,, to determinne
vation of occupants to usse the system
m, and some of the derivvative impactts
the motiv
of their in
nteractions with
w the systeems. The ressults of this rresearch are included in a
poster in the Append
dix. In generral, the studeents were cuurious to leaarn more, annd
their inteeraction with
h the Green
nLite displaays resulted in them thhinking on a
broader leevel about th
he impacts of
o their actioons on climaate change annd global usse
of resourcces.
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Savings based
b
upon behaviorioral
b
l impacts typpically rangeed between 5% and 20%
%,
with most falling in the 5% to 10%
1
range. Additional screenshots of Tuck annd
other GreenLite installlation are sh
hown below :

Co
ompetition Mode – One Dormitoory Floor vs Oth er Floors

Graphical View – Now
N vs Monthly Average + Min//Max Ranges
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Campus
C
View Loccator Plan for GrreenLite Kiosk Lo
ocations

GreenLite
G
Energyy Tips
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En
nergy Contextualization – What Are Some Equivvalents?

4..9. Alarming
g



The VanttagePoint system provides the capabbility of alarm
ming any moonitored or
calculated
d system varriable when the value fallls outside expected perfformance
parameteers. We are beginning
b
to make use off this capability to detectt faults and
provide notification
n
to
t Facilities Operations aand Management staff.
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4..10.

Uttility Billing

 Processin
ng monthly utility
u
billing
g usage for ceentral campuus connectedd utilities



Providing
g detailed historical enerrgy reports bby building oor cost centeer
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Exporting
g a monthly billing file to
t the campuus Oracle finnancial systeem



Storing and
a retrieving
g historical utility
u
consuumption dataa
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5. Jobs Created – To date, two jobs have been created, directly attributable to the
implementation of the CESM System project.


Energy Management Analyst position – In January of 2012, we hired a full time analyst
to manage the day-to-day operations of the CESM System, keeping the system up to date,
running specialized reports to determine locations for energy waste on campus, working
with the Sustainability Office for additional visibility of our programs, and to provide
continuous additional content to the CESM System.



Building Management System Operator position – In March of 2012, we will hire a new
full-time technician to join the Building Management System team. This position was
created in response to increased number of work orders generated by energy visibility
from the CESM System. Our new hire will assist the Energy Team in tracking down and
remedying the energy-waste issues detected by the CESM System.

6. Obstacles Encountered or Milestones Not Reached
Implementation of the Campus Energy and Sustainability Management System was a very
complex project. According to our Administrative Computing Department, the CESM
System is the second-largest data-integration project undertaken on the Dartmouth campus.
Despite the challenges of managing multiple sub-projects over the course of the contract, we
have successfully managed to reach each of the milestones, if not always in the estimated
time. The greatest obstacles encountered included the following:


Meter Automation Program Complexity – The sub-project of automating 300 energy
meters was a very complex task which ran longer than anticipated and entailed greater
capital dollars and labor hours than anticipated. Nonetheless, we stayed the course and
were able to complete all work on this sub-task within the timeline of the overall contract.



Validating the CESM System Solution – Because the CESM System was brought on line
piece-by-piece over the course of a 2-year period, it proved difficult to validate that all
pieces worked nicely with each other until near the end of the program. When we were
able to view all of the pieces together, specific interactions and report components were
found to need additional work and documentation (see below) to ensure that they
provided the value and repeatable performance promised by the vendor. As the
NHGHGER Fund Grant ended, these final pieces were being addressed by Rockwell
Automation.



Documenting the CESM System Solution – In the process of validating the CESM System
and ensuring accuracy and repeatability of performance, it became clear that the overall
system was not well documented by the vendor. The custom nature of our solution
required that the deliverable be fully documented and it was not. Documentation of the
solution is ongoing as this Final Report is being prepared. We are confident that we will
have a suitable working document, detailing our system operations in the very near
future.



RetroCommissioning (RCx)Program Delays – One of the key benefits of the CESM
System is its ability to look into the building HVAC control systems and detect system
performance issues. The delays in achieving full functionality of the CESM System,
resulted in a somewhat late start on our planned RetroCommissioning program. Although
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this slowed down initial RCx program activities, we have overcome these issues and are
now fully engaged with using the CESM System for our RCx programs.
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7. Beyond
B
the Contract – Oth
her Activities,, Partnershipps, and Synerggies
Im
mplementatio
on of the Cam
mpus Energy and Sustainaability Managgement System
m has alloweed
uss to create a number
n
of pro
oductive and rewarding reelationships w
with outside ssystem vendorrs
in
n the energy control
c
markeet, various alu
umni specialiizing in the ffields of energgy monitoringg,
co
ontrol and daata visualizatio
on, faculty working
w
on ennergy visibility
ty and problem
m solving, annd
reelationships with
w student interns
i
who have
h
helped uus deploy andd begin to maaximize use oof
ou
ur new CESM
M System. Ex
xamples includ
de:


Alumn
ni and Facu
ulty/Student Relationship
ps - Workingg with Dartm
mouth alumnuus
Marc Josephson,
J
of J+F Labs, developers
d
off CORIS ECS
S wireless coontrol system
ms,
and Lorie Loeb, Professor in th
he Computerr Science Deepartment, wee were able tto
develo
op and installl a wireless control systeem and integgrated touch screen controol
system
m that now directly controlls 36 new ligghting fixturess in our Westt Gym facilityy.
The sy
ystem continu
uously monito
ors the energyy use of the liighting system
ms in the Weest
Gym and
a via our CESM Systeem, we have verified an 82% reductiion in lightinng
energy
y use for this facility!
f

New lighiing fixtures, each with
w 3 output leveels

Wireless controll and touchscreen development team
ms

Lighting Contro
ol Touch Screen Deesigned by Dartmoouth’s Computer SScience Departmen
nt
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WISP
P Program Reelationships – More recenntly, we have worked with Dartmouth’ss
Womeen in Science Program to highlight
h
our llargest energyy conservation and
efficieency program currently tak
king place at B
Burke Chemisstry. The WIS
SP Program’ss
missio
on is to collaborate in creatting a learningg environmennt where wom
men can thrivee
in scieence, engineerring and math
hematics. Thi s goal is achieved by enhaancing the
experiences of Darttmouth womeen, particularlly in their firsst year, througgh a
comprrehensive set of
o strategies, including meentoring, earlyy hands-on reesearch
experience, role mo
odels, access to
t informationn, and buildinng communityy in the
sciences.
In our instance, we have created a relationshipp with Dartm
mouth WISP sttudents arounnd
a $10 million
m
energ
gy retrofit projject, involvinng replacemennt of Burke’s two
inefficcient steam ab
bsorption chillers with twoo new electric--drive chillers, installationn
of heatt recovery sysstems and a complete
c
recoonfiguration oof the laboratoory exhaust
system
ms and their asssociated con
ntrols. This prroject is beingg undertaken oover the
coursee of 1 year and
d is currently about 50% ccomplete. Thee project will tie into our
CESM
M System with
h detailed performance moonitoring of thhe energy use of the
renovaated systems. The WISP sttudents are doocumenting thhe progress off the job withh
a multti-media webssite and will also
a perform eenergy modelling to show bbuilding
occupaants the impact of controlling use of theeir fume hoodds wisely. Thee project
websitte link is http:://www.cs.darrtmouth.edu/~
~burke/.

WISP Websiite Showcasing Bu
urke Chemistry Eneergy Retrofit Projeect
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8. Grant Promotional Activities
Various promotional activities have taken place over the course of the Grant period to
spotlight what we are doing with our CESM System, how the CESM System is helping
Dartmouth to better manage its use of energy, and how we are tracking our GHG emissions.
Articles, activities and speaking engagements included:


Dartmouth News Press Release – 11/23/09 (see attached Article – PDF)



Hanover Rotary Club - Presentation on “Dartmouth’s Energy Initiatives” in January
0f 2010, highlighting Dartmouths energy programs and the Campus Energy and
Sustainability Management System



Sustainable Design Symposium – Held at Dartmouth College in April of 2010 and
co-sponsored by the New Hampshire AIA. Presentation to gathering of architects,
engineers, faculty, students, and campus community, titled, “Energy Innovation at
Dartmouth College”. Presentation spotlighted Dartmouth’s Campus Energy and
Sustainability Management System and how it is being used to monitor high
performance building operations in its newly designed and built environment.



Matariki Institute – Presentation to gathering of 7 international universities with
Dartmouth representing the United States. Held at Queens University, Kingston,
Ontario Nov. 2010. Presented “Campus as a Living Laboratory, highlighting
Dartmouth’s energy programs, its Campus Energy and Sustainability Management
System capabilities, and the linkage to academic programs for leaning about energy
systems.



Energy Supply and Management Conference at Dartmouth College – Sponsored
by Competitive Energy Services – May 2011. Presented a detailed view of
Dartmouth’s Campus Energy and Sustainability Management System and how it is
being used in all facets of energy programs on campus.



Tuck Sustains Launches the GreenLite System in Tuck Residence Halls- Thanks
to a gift from the Class of 2010, Tuck Sustains launched the GreenLite system in
Whittemore, Achtmeyer, and Pineau-Valencienne residence halls. GreenLite, an
energy and sustainability information system where an animated polar bear and
penguin serve as a visual indicators of energy use. The GreenLite program was
created by Lorie Loeb of the Computer Science Department and a team of
undergraduate students. A competition to reduce energy use was held in the spring of
2011 among the Tuck students living on campus.



Northern New England Conference/ Eastern Region/Association of Physical
Plant Administrators (NNECERAPPA) Conference - Presentation to gathering of
physical plant administrators for Colleges, Universities and Secondary Schools, held
at Bates College in Lewiston, ME. Presentation was titled, “Data Driven Building
Performance”. Presentation high-lighted Dartmouth’s use of data systems to monitor
performance of its energy-intensive systems.
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9. Budget vs. Actual Expenditures
A detailed comparison is presented in Appendix Exhibit 1, showing Budget and Actual
Expenditures for the Grant Contract Period. Differences are shown and explained in a
comments column. In summary, during the Contract period, the College spent $928,568 for
installation, setup, and use of the CESM System. This amounted to 84% of the anticipated 2year expenditure. We, therefore have requested payments from the Fund in the amount of
84% of the Approved Grant Amount of $330,936, or $278,597.
In summary, expenses were greater during the installation phase than expected, primarily due
to the complexity of the meter automation program. During the second contract year,
expenses were less than anticipated because our collaborators (academic departments and
Office of Sustainability) provided their activities at no cost to the program. We also ran the
Retro-Commissioning programs and Continuous Commissioning programs through other
funding sources, so these costs were not seen by the Grant.
10. Additional Planned Activities Related to the Grant
Developing, using, and promoting the Campus Energy and Sustainability Management
System has allowed us to develop a number of relationships that we might not have
encountered if we have not received the Grant. As we end the official Grant phase, there are a
number of additional activities that we would like to undertake that would not necessarily
have not been in our program, should we have not received the Grant . These include:


Behavior feedback – We plan on continuing to work with the GreenLite program and
also Dartmouth’s WISP students to develop displays that show fume hood exhaust energy
use in real time to researchers in our Lab buildings. We hope that this helps reduce the
amount of time that fume hood sashes are left open; a very wasteful practice.



Key Performance Indicators – We would like to develop additional energy visibility
projects with academic departments, including the Engineering, Computer Science, and
Environmental Science departments. Under these projects, we would create useful key
performance indicators (KPI’s) for tracking energy use by targeted systems in highenergy-use buildings.



Share Building Performance and Resource Use Metrics Data – We plan on sharing
building performance and resource use metrics collected by our CESM System with
architectural/engineering design groups, sustainability organizations and with peer
institutions. Detailed metered and resource data such as this is not as readily available at
many other institutions. Dartmouth is fortunate to have had the metering infrastructure
already in place at the time that we received the Grant, and, due to the Grant it is now
automated. Sharing the data on energy and resources will help other institutions compare
their performance with our performance and will help to building a user database on
building energy performance and material and resource usage patterns.



Develop Additional Automated Fault Detection Capabilities – We would like to
expand the capabilities of the CESM System to help detect wasteful energy use by means
of automated fault detection of key energy-consuming systems. We intend to work with
academic departments to pursue this goal. Development of automated fault detection
algorithms would make good independent study projects for Dartmouth students.
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11. Summary
We are pleased to have been chosen to receive the Grant from the NHGHGER Fund and are
appreciative of the opportunity to put our ideas into action. Planning, executing and now
using the Campus Energy and Sustainability Management System has been a very rewarding
experience for those involved in the project. We have also learned a good deal about energy
feedback and behavior from our relationship with the Dartmouth GreenLite project.
During the course of the Grant, our Energy Program Office has grown from one person to
five people, with those staff actively using the CESM System. One of the staff is dedicated to
management of the CESM System, and we are enlisting our Building Management Shop
system into use of the system for fault detection, troubleshooting, and installation of submetering for many more energy systems.
The Campus Energy and Sustainability Management System is proving to be an excellent
operational, communications, and energy behavior tool. We feel that we are just at the
beginning of a journey and look forward to continuing collaborations around the CESM
System’s many topical areas. We will continue to share our results with the NHGHGER Fund
as we move forward.

Respectfully submitted,

Stephen R. Shadford, P.E., LEED AP
Dartmouth College
Energy Manager
Principal Investigator for NHGHGER Fund Grant Project
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APPENDIX

Exhibit 1
Dartmouth College
Campus Energy and Sustainability Management System
Budget vs Actual Expenditure Comparisons
Difference
(+ is Greater than
Expected
- is Less than
Expected)
Comments on Budget vs Actual Expenditures

Original Budget
Cost
($)

Actual
Expenditures
During Grant
Period
($)

25,000
300,000

22,902
225,000

-2,098
-75,000

3. Vendor Travel and Expenses
4. Meter Automation Hardware

10,000
133,700

7,132
208,730

-2,868
75,030

5. Meter Automation Labor (Dartmouth Electrical & Electronics Shops)

70,500

293,200

222,700

6. Upgrades for Connectivity

60,000

102,894

42,894

7. Project Management Labor (Dartmouth Energy Engineer)

70,000

59,224

-10,776

$669,200

$919,082

$249,882

66,920
$736,120

564
$919,645

-66,356
$183,525

52,000

9,013

-42,987

$9,013

-$42,987

0

-45,000

This work was done in kind by by the Computer Science
Department and was funded from other sources.

5,000

0

-5,000

Dartmouth's Sustainability Manager left the College in the
first Grant year. It was greater than 1 year until the next
Sustainability director was hired. During that time
communication and outreach on the project was
accomplished by Dartmouth;'s Energy Program Manager
who assumed the role of Principal Investigator. His costs
are included in Project Management costs, under
Installation, Setup and Commissioning, above.

$50,000

$0

-$50,000

YEAR 1 COSTS
Installation, Setup and Commissioning of Hardware and Software
1. Server Hardware & Software
2. System Software & Vendor Configuration Services

Subtotal

8. Contingency
10%
Total Installation, Setup and Verification of Hardware and Software
Labor Using System to Achieve Savings via Continuous Commissioning Process
9. Continuous Commissioning Labor Using System
(Dartmouth Facilities Operations & Management)

Continuous Commissioning Labor
$52,000
Labor Using System to Leverage Additional Savings via Feedback, Social Learning and Behavior
10. Social Learning, Individual & Organizational Behavior
45,000
Collaborative Projects w/Academic Dept's.
11. Communication and outreach (Dartmouth Sustainability
Manager)

Academic Project Labor

YEAR 1 SUBTOTAL
YEAR 2 COSTS
System Maintenance
12. System Maintenance Fee

Labor Using System to Achieve Savings via Continuous Commissioning Process
13. Continuous Commissioning Labor (Dartmouth Facilities Operations & Manage

TOTAL PROJECT COST (YEAR 1 + YEAR 2)
MATCHING FUNDS REQUESTED FROM NH GHGER FUND (30%)

State of NH GHG Emissions Reduction Fund - Final Report

Higher primarily due to the cost of meter automation and
a lag in being able to use the system for
RetroCommissioning and Continuous Commissioning
because the system was not fully tested and verified.

$928,658

$90,538

54,000

0

-54,000

As of Grant end date, system was in final stages of
acceptance by the College, so Service Agreement was
not yet implemented. Estimated start date will be May
2012.

156,000

0

-156,000

Continuous commissioning labor during 2nd contract year
was being done by the Energy Program Manager. This
was due to limited personnel resources in the Building
Management System shop. Costs of this labor was
carried in our Heating Plant operations budget. We hired
full time employee in January 2012 to manage Campus
Energy and Sustainablilty Management System. His time
will be principally spent in using the CESM system to
identify energy waste on campus and work with Shop
System to remedy the issues.

0

-45,000

10,000

0

-10,000

$265,000

$0

This work continued during the 2nd contract year, but
costs were picked up by the respective Academic
departments under different budgets. No costs were
charged to this Grant during the 2nd Contract year.
New Sustainability Director's time allocated to this task
was charged to general overhead on the Provost's side of
the Dartmouth organization/
Anticipated expenses did not materialize during this
period of the Grant

$1,103,120

$928,658

-$174,462

$330,936

$278,597

-$52,339

-$265,000
YEAR 2 SUBTOTAL

Lower costs due to lag in system installation. Longer
meter automation project time and longer-thananticipated time for system vendor (Rockwell) to bring all
aspects of system up on line.

$838,120

Labor Using System to Leverage Additional Savings via Feedback, Social Learning and Behavior
14. Social Learning, Individual & Organizational Behavior
45,000
Collaborative Projects w/Academic Dept's.

15. Communication and outreach (Dartmouth Sustainability
Manager)

Complete
Final payment of $75,000 is being held pending
completion of remaining project details by system vendor
(Rockwell Automation).
Complete
Complete. Cost and complexity was greater than
originally budgeted
Meter Automation Labor was higher than budgeted due
degree of difficulty of installations and required addition
of some new meters to be able to get an automated
signal from them.
Data historian was installed during December 2010 to be
able to see Heating/Electric plant energy equipment
usage trends. Cost of this connectivity was not figured in
original estimate.
Essentially Complete except for small labor amount for
final checkout of system with system vendor (Rockwell) to
close out their installation.
The unexpended contingency budget could be assumed
to have covered a portion of the meter automation cost
overruns or the Upgrades for Connectivity cost overruns.

We spent 84% of total estimated budget during the entire
Contract Period
In keeping with our expenditures during the Grant period,
our request for payments from GHGER Fund total 84% of
Approved Amount

Final Grant Report Date - January 31, 2011

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHAIRMAN
Thomas B. Getz
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FAX No. 271-3878

COMMISSIONER
Clifton C. Below

TDD Access: Relay NH
1-800-735-2964

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
AND SECRETARY
Debra A. Howland

Website:
www.puc.nh.gov

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
21 S. Fruit St., Suite 10
Concord, N.H. 03301-2429

July 31, 2009

Kathleen Lambert
Sustainability Manager
Dartmouth College
Office of the Provost
63 South Main Street, Rm. 316
Hanover, NH 03755
Dear Kathleen:
On behalf of the Public Utilities Commission, I am pleased to confirm that Dartmouth College
has been awarded funding from the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Fund in the
amount of $330,936. Please be aware that this grant award is contingent upon the approval
of Governor Lynch and the Executive Council.
We anticipate bringing your grant award to the Governor and Council (G & C) meeting on
September 23. The grant award becomes effective as of the date of G & C approval.
Expenses incurred prior to that date are not reimbursable.
We will be working with you to put together a formal grant agreement along with a handful of
other documents that are required for all G & C submissions. You will be contacted within
the next week or two by a member of our administrative staff to begin this process.
Congratulations, again, on submitting a fine proposal. We are excited to be partnering with
you to take on the vital challenge of reducing greenhouse gas emissions in New Hampshire
while moving the State toward a clean energy future.

Sincerely,
/s/
Jack K. Ruderman
Director, Division of Sustainable Energy
P.S. A hard copy of this letter will be mailed to you later this week.
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Dartmouth receives $330,000 from New Hampshire Green House Gas
Reduction Fund for campus energy monitoring project
Dartmouth College Office of Public Affairs • Press Release
Posted 11/23/09 • Media Contact: Susan Knapp (603) 646-3661
Dartmouth has received a $330,936
grant from the New Hampshire
Green House Gas Reduction Fund to
help implement a Campus Energy
and Sustainability Management
System. This new system, which will
measure and monitor energy use
around campus, supports
Dartmouth’s commitment to reduce
its greenhouse gas emissions by 30
percent below 2005 levels by the
year 2030. The grant award will be
matched by funds at Dartmouth.
“Building energy use currently
accounts for approximately 80
percent of Dartmouth’s greenhouse
gas emissions,” says Stephen
Shadford, energy engineer with the
Facilities Operations and
Management Department (FOM).
“The new system will continuously
monitor the buildings and allow us
to ensure that we’re being as
efficient as possible with the energyintensive activities on campus -- the
heating, cooling, ventilation and
lighting of existing buildings.”

Lambert (left) and Shadford are working to
make the campus more energy efficient
(photo by Joseph Mehling '69)
Related Link: Dartmouth’s commitment to
reducing greenhouse gas emissions
celebrates one-year anniversary

Shadford and Kathy Lambert, the
Dartmouth’s sustainability manager,
along with a host of other
Dartmouth administrators, faculty, and staff, have been working on a variety of fronts to
systemize Dartmouth’s efforts toward energy efficiency and sustainability.

The Campus Energy and Sustainability Management System at Dartmouth will be
implemented over the next several months, starting with the buildings that have the highest
energy use. By the end of one year, an array of approximately 250 building energy meters will
be tied in to the system, and software will help detect inefficiencies in system operations. With
this new tool, FOM will mobilize its internal specialists, called Tiger Teams, to fix the
inefficiencies and track the results of many projects that are aimed at reducing energy use on
campus.

http://www.dartmouth.edu/~news/releases/2009/11/23.html
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The new Campus Energy and Sustainability Management System will also be a powerful tool in
collecting data for research aimed at promoting individual behavior changes as well as helping
campus-wide conservation efforts with real-time building energy feedback data.
“Occupant behavior can often be tied to energy use, especially in buildings with large plug load
demand such as campus offices, residence halls, and laboratory buildings,” says Lambert.
“Through the Campus Energy and Sustainability Management System, we expect to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 10 to 15 percent for a total reduction of 8,800 to 11,500 MTCDEs
per year [metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent].”
Lambert and Shadford explain that the project will draw on Dartmouth’s education and
research assets to track the effectiveness of the system, monitor results, distill lessons, and
disseminate a case study for other colleges, universities, secondary schools, private
corporations, as well as non-profits and municipalities that own and manage multiple
buildings. This will be an effective leveraging tool for the New Hampshire GHG Emissions
Reduction Fund and its mission.
“Dartmouth College is in the vanguard of large institutions in the state that are working to
track, manage, and reduce energy use,” said Jack Ruderman, director of the Sustainable Energy
Division of the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission. “The Campus Energy and
Sustainability Management program is expected to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 10 to
15 percent by optimizing building energy use and employing real-time energy feedback to
promote behavioral change. As with so many energy efficiency initiatives, not only will there be
environmental benefits, but the campus will reduce emissions, and the university will save
money.”
This project was funded, in part, by the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission’s
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Fund, a program initiated in February 2009 to fund
projects throughout New Hampshire to lower greenhouse gas emissions through energy
efficiency. GHGERF funding results from carbon allowance auctions from the Regional
Greenhouse Initiative (RGGI) an effort by 10 participating Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic
states to educe emissions of greenhouse gases from the electric power sector.
Dartmouth has television (satellite uplink) and radio (ISDN) studios available for domestic
and international live and taped interviews. For more information, call 603-646-3661 or see
our Radio, Television capability webpage.

Recent Headlines from Dartmouth News:







Dartmouth helps found a global network of universities [06/04/10]
Dartmouth moves to improve recycling rate [06/02/10]
Class of 1953 Commons dedicated [05/27/10]
Dartmouth’s Big Green Bus ready for 6th-annual cross-country educational tour [05/26/10]
Rockefeller Center students to host New Hampshire/Vermont conference on homelessness
[05/21/10]
Sign-up to receive Dartmouth News via email

http://www.dartmouth.edu/~news/releases/2009/11/23.html
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West Gym Lighting System Upgrade
Celebrating Success
September 2011

In January of 2011, lighting systems for the West Gym were completely upgraded to provide better lighting quality, user control
of lighting levels, and significant energy savings. This project was undertaken by Dartmouth’s Energy Team in collaboration with
J&F Labs, a wireless energy control system manufacturer, and Dartmouth’s Computer Science Department.
The project consisted of complete replacement of the lighting systems in the
West Gym. The previous lighting system consisted of 48 – 400 watt metal
halide fixtures which provided general illumination of the entire gymnasium
space. There was no provision for separately lighting the upper level running
track. Switches for the lighting fixtures were located behind locked doors,
and each fixture each required a long warm up time to achieve full lighting
output. As a result, the lights were generally left on 16 to 17 hours each day
awaiting the appearance of students or staff to participate in basketball,
running, or other fitness activities programmed for the space.
Original West Gym lighting system

Dartmouth’s Energy Program Team worked with a fluorescent lighting

manufacturer, a wireless energy control system manufacturer, and our Computer Science department to take an entirely fresh
approach to this space. The goals were to:
•

Place illumination where it is needed, only when it is needed

•

Place control of lighting in the hands of the users

•

Improve the quality of lighting for all areas

•

Automatically switch lighting off after use

•

Provide multiple lighting levels for each fixture

•

Provide ability for special event lighting scenes

•

Use simple touch-screen interface to control lights

•

Save significant energy
New lighing fixtures, each with 3 output levels

Dartmouth’s Energy Team is pleased to announce that after the first 6 months of operation, the West Gym lighting system has
met all of its goals, including a verified 82% reduction in energy consumption. The project has far exceeded our expectations of
lighting quality, user flexibility, and energy savings. This fall, we will add to
our lighting innovation in the West Gym with additional controls designed
to make use of natural light which will enter through newly renovated
clerestory windows and re-opened high ceiling space.
We are thankful for the continuing collaboration of our innovative
partners on this project, including:
- Marc Josephson – President/CEO, J&F Labs; Dartmouth ’72
- Kurt Josephson – Chief Technology Officer, J&F Labs
- Lorie Loeb – Research Associate Prof., Computer Science Department
Wireless control and touchscreen development teams

Electrical Savings = 107,400 kWH/Yr

Cost Savings = $14,000/Yr

Project Payback = 4.3 Yrs

Utility Incentive = $36,000

Dartmouth College
Energy and Sustainability
Management System
Overview
Stephen R. Shadford, P.E., LEED AP
May 11, 2011

Energy Inventory

Units

#6 Fuel Oil 5,000,000 Gallons
CoGen’d Electricity (~30%)
Purch’d Electricity (~70%)

19,500,000
45,500,000

kWH
kWH

Total Electricity 65,000,000 kWH

Energy Cost Escalation

Since 2000…Costs UP Dramatically
#6 Fuel Oil

500%

~ $12 MM

Purch. Electricity

130%

~ $5 MM

Response…Major Conservation Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heat Recovery - 100% Outdoor Air Systems
Ventilation Control Optimization
Absorption Chiller Replacements
Campus-wide Lighting Retrofits
Retro-commissioning - Major HVAC Systems
Steam-trap maintenance program
Building renewal programs

Monitoring Our Energy Program
Putting the right tools in place…








Metering
Data Integration
Operations
Finance
Metrics
Data Sharing
“One Source of
the Truth”

Example Outputs

Metering History
Prior to 2008…
 250 Meters mainly used to
apportion revenue
 Many steam meters
were in disrepair
 Only 1 data point
recorded per month
 Few meters automated

Inability to MANAGE energy by this method!

Meter Automation
 Automated existing
metering
infrastructure
(~ 300 meters)
 See energy use
in REAL TIME
 3,000 data points
per building per
month

Energy Use Profiles
 Each building has
an energy-use
signature
 We can now see
usage, profiles,
and costs

Predictive vs. Actual Use

Time Now

24 Hours
Ahead

All-Building Summaries
 Hourly and
Daily
Summaries
 “Heat Maps”
of Actual vs.
Predicted
Performance

Utility Billing
• Serving our customers with accurate and useful information

Retro-commissioning
 Tools for identifying problems

Retro-commissioning
 Tools for validating effectiveness of fixes

Continuous Commissioning
 Tools for continuously monitoring for
persistence of savings

Exception Reporting
 Continuously monitor HVAC
systems
 Evaluate with “rules”
 Find EXCEPTIONS to the rules
 Report the likely problems
 Prioritize and repair
the systems

Optimization

Building Dashboards
• For Op’s Management and Building Occupant Awareness

Sustainability Indicators

Also …
• Solid Waste
• Recycling
• Water

Continuing Development…
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaboration with Academic programs
Automated Fault Detection and reporting
Heating/Electric Plant Optimization
Campus-wide Demand Control
Integration with supply-side changes
Ability to do real-time electrical purchasing

Campus Energy Management System

Questions…
Thank You!

